
Our Little Inventor

Predicting and Confirming

We are going to read the text “Our Little Inventor” by Sher Rill

Ng,

but this book is in story box, so firstly look at this google doc with

instructions from Mr Lowe, which shows you how to find the book

and how to turn on the (cc) closed captions (words).

Click this blue link- Using Story Box

● Now; think about making predictions while you are reading.

Your teachers ask you to do it all the time.

● But; your brain probably makes predictions automatically when

you are reading.

● And; your brain probably confirms, or not, whether your

prediction is correct when you read on.

● This; sounds like a lot to be happening in your head, but with

good readers it is nearly automatic and you don’t even notice

that it’s happening.

● Predicting; helps your brain to make sense out of what you are
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Moj5js8WxK0k473MGFMemrqX0Eue_nKHa2nALNv4mh0/edit?usp=sharing


reading!

● Now you need to log on to “Story Box” and select “Our Little

Inventor”, turn on the (cc) closed captions (words).

● DON’T read it yet because we’re predicting.

● Finally read the story up to 0:53 (“It won’t work.” scoffed

little brother.)

● I am now predicting that Little brother is correct and that

Nell’s invention won’t work, I will write that into a table below

⇓⇓
● When I discover if my prediction is true or false, I will type a

face into the agree or disagree box.

● What I want you to do now is to pause the video five more

times and each time , make a prediction about the story and

write it into the table below ⇓
● At the end of the story, think about your predictions and fill

in the agree :-) or disagree :-( face.

Prediction Statement Agree :-) Disagree :-

● Nell’s invention won’t work. :-) :-(

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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